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Abstract

The mechanical draft cooling towers at the Oak Ridge
Gaseous Diffusion Plant dissipate about 2000 MW of heat.
Downwash occurs about 40% of the time, when wind speeds
exceed about 3 m/s. An elevated cloud forms about 10% of
the time. The length of the visible plume, which is typically
100 or 200 m, is satisfactorily modelled if it is assumed that
the plumes from all the cells in a cooling tower bank combine.

The calculation of fog concentration is complicated by the
fact that the moisture is not inert but is taking part in the
energy exchanges of a thermodynamic system. Calculations of drift
deposition agree fairly well with observations.



1. Introduction

In 1973, an interdisciplinary study was undertaken of the

environmental effects of the mechanical draft cooling towers at the

Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Some results of this study are
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being pr<?:;enl.c;l ,>c this sympo^iurn' . Other results have been

presented in lengthier reports. ' ' ' Potential environmental

problems are local fogging and deposition of chromate carried from

the tower in drift water. The major problem in modelling plume rise

and dispersion at this site is how to account for the merging of the

individual plumes from the 60 cells. Photographs and deposition

measurements are used to estimate the degree of plume merging at

various distances from the towers. Models of visible plume length,

fog frequency, and drift deposition are compared with observations.

2. Source Parameters

Figure 1 shows the size and location of the cooling towers.

Each bank of towers is about 20 m high. The southernmost (K-31)

bank is a crossflow tower containing 16 cells, and the northernmost

(K-33) bank is a counterflow tower split into two sets of 22 cells.

During an intensive observation period in June 1973, the average radial

distribution of vertical velocity, plotted in Figure 2, was measured

on the K-31 cells. A typical temperature distribution is given in

Figure 3. From these measurements we can calculate the initial

buoyancy flux, F, and volume flux, V, as defined by Briggs:



V = W Q R Q
2 = 330 m3/s (1)

F = ̂ _ V (Xrp - T ) = 25 m 4/s 3 (2)

where a is the acceleration of gravity and « , R , T , and T
6 J o o po eo

are the initial plume vertical speed, plume radius, plume temperature,

and environmental temperature, respectively. At the time of these

experiments, the total heat dissipation was only about 250 MW, which is

a fraction of its normal value. From our measurements, total volume

flux at the K-31 tower was about 2600 m /s , and at the K-33 tower was

about 2000 m /s . Total buoyancy flux at the K-31 tower was about 200

4 3 4 3
m /s , and at the K-33 tower was about 150 m /s . The energy released
by latent heat was measured to be about five times the buoyancy flux.

Q

A sensitive paper technique devised by Engelmann was used to measure

the size and ilux of drift droplets. Our technique, which is most

accurate for drops with diameters greater than about 500 urn, complements

the concurrent measurements taken by Shofner, who could detect drops with

diameters less than about 1000 ym. The composite drop size spectrum is

given in Figure 4. Total drift flux from each cell of the K-31 tower

is measured to be about 170 g/sec, giving a drift rate, or ratio of

drift flux to circulating water flux, of about .1%. This drift rate

is high when compared to the rate air most modern towers. But these
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towers are about 20 years old and employ older, less efficient, drift

eliminators. Total drift vater flux from the towers during the June

experiment was about 2000 g/sec. Since the concentration of sodium

dichromate in the drift water is 20 ppm, the flux of sodium dichromate

to the air was about .04 g/sec.

LJ. Downwash Frequency

Two techniques were used to measure the frequency of downwash.

In the first, the plumes were photographed almost daily for a period

of four months. In the second, hygrothermographs were set in standard

shelters 10 m east and west of the K-31 cooling towers. When downwash

occurs, it causes an increase in temperature and humidity at the

hygrothermograph that the plume touches. Wind speed and direction

are measured at a height of 20 m on a poibs located in a field about

100 m south of the K-31 towers.

Downwash is observed on the photos about 65% of the time. In

general, downwash occurs on the photos when the wind speed exceeds

about 3 m/s. However, when the wind direction is within + 10°

of the axis of the towers, downwash is not observed even for wind

Q

speeds as high as 5 m/s. In this case, as suggested by Reisman ,

the towers present less of an obstacle to the wind and the plumes

merge more easily.

During extreme downwash conditions, temperature differences

as great as 3°C and relative humidity differences as great as 50% are

observed between the hygrothermographs on either side of the tower.
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Downwash frequencies of about 40% are observed during the daytime, and

about 30% during the nighttime. The frequency estimated from the

hygrothermographs is lower than that estimated from the photos, since

the plume sometimes downwashes on the photos but does not quite

descend to the level o£ the weather shelters.

Briggs suggests the downwash criterion that if the product

4(w /[} - 1.5)R is less than 1.5 x building height, then downwash

occurs. The parameter U is the wind speed. Thus the theoretical

critical wind speed is about 2.4 m/s, which is close to the observed

critical wind speed of 3 m/s. Currently we are studying the

criterion for lift off of a plume that has been brought to the ground

by downwash. It appears that these plumes have sufficient buoyancy

to continue rising once they escape from the tower cavity region,

which extends about 100 m downwind of the towers.

4. Cloud Development

From the photos, it is concluded that clo>.d development is initiated

by the pooling tower plumes about 10% of the time. On a cold afternoon

(-5°C) in January, with nearly calm conditions, a cumulus cloud of

depth .5 km was initiated at a height of .5 km above the ground.

On rainy days, the cooling towers form a stratus cloud that extends

to the horizon. We are studying rainfall records from the Oak Ridge

area, to determine whether the presence of the towers has significantly
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increased local rainfall. On one occasion , a light snowfall

extending niany kilometers downwind of the towers was reported.

5. Visible Plume Length

The end of the visible plume is the point where the flux of

excess water in the plume, V m , is just equal to the flux of water

necessary to saturate the plume, V(m -m ) . The difference

S G
(m -m ) is commonly known as the saturation deficit. The parameters
S P.

m , m , and m are the initial, saturation, and environmental
O S G

mixing ratios (grams of water per gram of air). The ratio of volume

12
flux at height z to initial volume flux is given by Hanna :

2

Y_ = fi a. * 5- \}L\
V

.5 i. [!L Windy (3)

V_
V

Calm

Thus we obtain the following equations for the height and length of

the visible plume, under conditions of no downwash:

i. Windy
1/2

height h' = 3 B l ^
m - m
s e

1/2

- 1

length «•' = 1.7

R 3/4 ,,3/4 3/4
o o

u - m
s e

ii. Calm

height h1 = 5.0 R
m - m
s e

1/2 -

- 1

- 1

3/2

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Since it is assumed that environment conditions are constant with

height, then these formulas should be applied only during well-mixed

conditions at heights less than about 200 m.

First, calculations with these formulas, using the radius and buoyancy

i'!u>i i i u :,:L,6;V- L^xi, _, i..>j.ded plume lengths and heights that were far

too short. Clearly the cell plumes were merging. Inspection of the

photos shows that generally neighboring cell plumes merge by a distance

of about 20 m from the tower. Plumes from the three banks of cells do

not merge until they are several hundred meters from the tower. Con-

sequently, the predicted visible plume lengths and heights in Table 1

are calculated by assuming that the 16 cells of the K-31 tower combine.

4 3
Tne effective buoyancy flux is then 400 m /s and the effective radius

1/2
is (16) x R = 13.6 m. Cases when downwash occurs are not considered

o

in this table.

Good correlation is obtained in Table 1 between ohserved and

calculated visible plume lengths and heights. The ratio of calculated

to obseived plume heights is .86. However, the ratio of calculated to

observed plume length is .49. Apparently the plumes are merging in

such a way that the actual visible plume length is greater han expected.

As another test, the purely empirical formulas:
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were compared with observations. The data in Figures 5 and 6

2 2
suggest that, with a equal to 1.5 m /s and b equal to 1.0 m Is,

these formulas simulate the observations fairly well.

Table 1

Calcul-.tect and Observed Visible Plume Length and Height

Date

Observed
Plume Length

r

Calculated
Plume Length

1.'

Observed Calculated
Plume Height Plume Height

29 Dec.

10 Jan.

11 Jan.

31 Jan.

1 Feb.

5 Feb.

6 Feb.

7 Feb.

26 Feb.

9 Mar.

12 Mar.

20 Mar.

8 Apr.

19 Apr.

26 Apr.

10 May

17 May

1972

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1973

1073

1973

0

calm

500 m

calm

calm

250 m

125 m

100 m

200 tn

calm

calm

calm

500 m

150 m

100 m

1500 m

calm

700 m

r(obs.calc)

c
—

200 m

—

100 m

70 m

40 m

60 m

—

—

—

400 m

70 m

65 m

1450 m

~

4J0 m

= .98

= .49.

0

150 m

200 m

200 m

175 m

200 m

100 m

75 m

200 m

75 m

75 m

50 m

500 m

100 m

100 m

500 m

400 m

500 m

r(obs, calc)

<hVhV •

c
90 m

290 m

210 m

135 m

155 m

105 in

80 m

145 m

81 m

65 m

35 m

400 m

105 m

100 m

330 m

240 m

680 m

= .87

.86
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Correlation coefficients between observed and calculated values

are .46 for visible plume length and .66 for visible plume height.

The cases in which downwash occur are included in this comparison.

These empirical formulas work fairly well for this site and these

conditions, but should not be user! at other sites.

6. Fog Occurrence

Calculations were made of the extra hours of fog per year

that occur due to emissions of water from the cooling towers. At

a dissipation rate of 1000 MW, there are 4.6 x 10 g/s of water vapor

ercitted to the atmosphere. The Gaussian plume model, as integrated

13 4

for a finite line source, was applied to this problem. During

otherwise clear weather, approximately 300 extra hours of fog per

year are calculated to occur at distances less than 3 km from the

towers in the direction of the domiaant wind. However, there are

several reasons why this figure is probably much too high. First,

because of plume lift-off, a plume which initially suffers downwash

may rise to heights cf several hundred meters. Consequently our

assumption that effective plume rise is 10 m durir.g do-mwash con-

ditions will lead to overestimates of ground fog occurrence. Second,

when condensation occurs in a plume, latent heat is released and the

plume follows the thermodynamic lavs of cloud physics. Thus the

Gaussian plume model which assumes that the substance being modelled

is inert, is no longer valid. On a typical day when the plume is

visible for great distances, it looks like a long, narrow, stratus

cloud with a well-defined constant cloud base. Third, we have never

observed the visible plume at the ground at distances greater than

.5 km from the towers.
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A good model for the dispersion of water should tak-i inco

account thermodynamic processes. The use of the Gaussi; .< plume

dispersion model will lead to calculations of fog occurrence that

are too great. A cooling tower plume provides modelers of cumulus

clouds with an tjxcellent i..:n: rolled experiment, since input lieaL

and moisture fluxes are known accurately.

7. Drift Deposition

During the last week of June 1973 measurements of drift >• •">, '-sition

around the towers were taken by three groups. '' * We used sensitive

paper to detect drift deposition at a distances of 10 m from Lhe towers.

This technique is limited to drop sizes greater than about 500 urn.

But close to the towers this limitation is not significant, since

only the largest drops fall out so close to the tower. Chrcmate

deposition rate is calculated by multiplying the water deposition

rate by the concentration of chromate.

Shofner e£ al. of Environmental Systsms Corporation measured

drift deposition by the same method at distance of 15, 35, and 80 m

from the towers. Their sensitive paper can detect smaller drops

than ours, however. Lee e_t al. of 3attelle Pacific Notthwest

Laboratory measured diy chromate deposition at distances out to

1500 m from the tower. Unfortunately the wind did not cooperate

very well during this experiment and the Battelle instruments were

not often Laneath the cooling tower plume. The depos:' ion

measurements are given in Figure 7.
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A model of drift deposition was developed for comparison

with the observations. It is assumed that the deposition rate

out to distances of 50 m from the towers is due to emissions from

a single cell (water flux 170 g/sec), and that the deposition rate

at distance5- "-•-•!-.-•- • K'n 500 tr. ' •• n • " --u.lt of t>e merging cf the

plumes from all cells (water flux 20 x 170 g/sec). The drop size

spectrum in Figure 4 is d? ided into 14 regions, with calculations

made for the median drop size in each range.

14
As recommended in Hanna's review of methods for calculating

drift deposition, if the final drop diameter is less than 200 \im,

the drops are assumed to diffuse according to the Gaussian plume

model, with the drop plume descending relative to the gaseous

plume at a speed equal to the gravitational settling speed of

the drops. To estimate settling speeds, Stokes1 law is used for

drops or particles with diametets less than 50 ytn, and the table

given by Engelmann is used for larger drops. Deposition rate for

these smaller drops equals the concentration of chrornate at the

ground times the settling speed or the dry deposition speed, 1 cm/tec,

whichever is larger.

Drops with diameters larger than 200 ytn are assumed to start

at the center of the cell opening and then follow a trajectory

determined by their settling speed, the vertical speed of the plume,

and the wind speed. While it is in the plume, the drop experiences

a plume vertical spetd given by:'
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.48
4Fx

F x
m

2 Fx
2 ! 2/3

i w

where F is proportional to the momentum flux:

(8)

F = w 2 R
m o o (9)

The vertical motion of the plume ceases at a distance, x*, given

by the equation:

4.3,, 5/8
x* = 50 a . [F (m /sJ)]

(10)

Entrainment of environmental air causes the plume radius, R,

2
to increase. The ratio of the volume flux of plume air, V(z) = UR

at any height to the initial volume flux, V = w R , is given by

equation (3) for x < x*, and by the following equation for x > x*.

f
RotT

v R zo o
X > X (11)

where C is a constant proportional to the rate of plume spread after

final rise, z, is achieved at distance x*.

The drop will evaporate at a rate dependent on its diameter,

the mass of solute in it, and the saturation and actual vapor

pressure of the environment. '
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2.0 x 10-7

dD
dx

-7 x IP"10
e

s
1 Jh 1 . 3

M
s

D 3

(12)

where D(cm) is drop diameter, u(cm/s) and V (cm/s) are wind speed

and drop settling speed, Ms(g) is the mass of solute in the drop, and

2 2
p (dynes/cm ) and p (dynes/cm ) are saturated and actual environmentals "

vapor pressures. It is assumed that the plume temperature equals

the environmental temperature. Vapor pressure is related to mixing

ratio by:

p (dynes/cm2) = 1.57 x 10"6
x m(gm/gm) (13)

Due to entrainment, the environmental vapor pressure, p , in the

plume gradually decreases from a saturated value to the value in the

air around the plume. Equations (3) and (11) are used to calculate

the entrainment.

Using the above techniques, the distance from the tower is

calculated at which the median size drop of each drop size range

strikes the ground. Constant wind speed and direction are assumed.

Deposition is assumed to occur uniformly in a 22 1/2 degree sector

bounded by the distances halfway between the distances at which

the drops strike the ground. One of the drawbacks of this method

is that it is difficult to determine the area over which the drops

of a given size range are deposited.

Another drawback is the assumption that all drops originate from

the center of the cell. As a result, if the relative humidity is less than
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about 70%, there is a definite critical drop size, above which

the drops fall from the plume and strike the ground less than 100 m

from the tower, and below which the drops remain in the plume,

evaporate, and the resulting dry particles do not strike the ground

within 50 km of the towers. To improve on this assumption, several

trajectories should be calculated for a drop of a given size, with

the position of the beginning point of each trajectory varying

across the cell month. Probably a more serious drawback, however,

is that we do not know the rate at which the plumes merge with

downwind distance.

Figure 7 gives the calculated drift deposition rates.

Deposition rates are interpolated between the curve for a single

cell at x equal to 50 m and the curve for 20 cells at x equal to

500 m. Environmental conditions typical of those during the June

experiment are assumed:

m = .0238 m = .0138 U = 150 cm/s

Input source parameters have already been outlined in this paper

3 4and in the more complete reports. '

The calculated and observed deposition rates agree fairly

well at distances of 10 and 15 m, irtiere it is likely that only

one cell influences the deposition. The ESC measurements at

distances of 35 and 80 m are about a factor of two greater than

the calculated deposition rate, possibly because their sensitive

paper was tilted a few degrees from the horizontal.
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Since the ESC sensors were moved to insure that they were

always beneath the plume, their measurements at these distances

are greater than the BPNL measurements, which were taken from

positions fixed during the week-long experiment. Due to the

variability of the wind, the BPNL sensors were beneath the plume

only a fraction of the time. Consequently, their measured drift

deposition rates are an order of magnitude less than the calculated

plume centerline deposition rates. If we assume that the plume

blew over the BPNL sensors only 10% of the time, then calculated

and observed deposition rates agree within a factor of two. The

observations and the model estimates are therefore reconcileable

at distances from 10 m to 1500 m from the tower. The model is

now being used to calculate average annual deposition rates, for

2
comparison with measurements by Taylor of chromate accumulation

in vegetation and soil near the towers.

Further Comments

It must be stressed that calculations of fog concentration

and drift deposition from cooling towers are highly tentative.

Irregular source geometries and thermodynamic processes make the

usual diffusion and trajectory calculations uncertain. Extensive

measurements of diffusion and drift deposition from cooling towers,

including detailed measurements of source terms and environmental

parameters, are necessary before these calculations are regarded

as firm bases for legal decisions.
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Figure 1. Map of area around Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant
cooling towers.
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Figure 2. Average updraft speed measured at the mouth of the
number 6 ce l l of the K-31 cooling tower during the
period June 25-June 29, 1973.
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